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Introduction 

This guide describes the changes made in EFI Pace version 29.0. The first part of the guide describes the new 
feature and enhancement updates to the EFI Pace system, while the second part of the guide lists the defects 
repaired in version 28.02. 

Before you upgrade your EFI Pace system to version 29.0, read the descriptions of the changes made to all the 
modules that you plan to use. Also read about the minimum system requirements and review any changes with 
other system users, as applicable. If you have any questions about how the changes may affect you or about 
changes that you must make to your system before you upgrade your system, please contact your EFI Pace 
Support representative. 

Contact Information 

EFI Support 

Web Site https://customer.efi.com/support 

US Phone: 1.855.EFI.4HLP (334-4457) 

US Fax: 904.564.9691 

US Email: Pace.Support@efi.com 

UK Phone: 0.800.783.2737 (option 3) 

EU Phone (+) 49.2102.745.4500 (option 3) [+ is your international access code {011 in US}] 

EU Email eu.missupport@efi.com 

EFI Customer 
Care Site 

https://customer.efi.com/support 

Use the EFI Customer Care site to report issues, as well as to track the status of issues you 
reported. 

Important You need a user name and password to log into the EFI Customer Care site. 
Please contact your Customer Support representative to create an account for 
you. 

Regular USA Service Desk hours are 8:00 am to 8:00 pm Eastern Standard Time (Eastern Daylight Time during 
summer), Monday – Friday. 

Regular European Service Desk hours are 9:00 am to 5:15 pm Greenwich Mean Time (British Summer Time 
during summer), Monday – Friday. 

Note For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., workstations, networks, operating systems, backup software, 
printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot be responsible for 
supporting these types of issues. 

EFI Professional Services 

US Phone: 651.365.5321 

US Fax: 651.365.5334 

US E-mail: ProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com 

Outside US E-mail EMEAProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com 

EFI Professional Services can help you perform EFI software installations, upgrades, and updates. This group 
can also help you implement, customize, and optimize your EFI software plus offer a range of training options. 

https://customer.efi.com/support
mailto:Pace.Support@efi.com
mailto:eu.missupport@efi.com
https://customer.efi.com/support
mailto:ProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com
mailto:EMEAProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com
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Version 29.0 Enhancements 

This section summarizes the system enhancement updates in EFI Pace version 29.0 by module, including the 
corresponding issue number. Refer to the “Version 29.0 Fixed Defects” topic for detailed descriptions of all 
defects repaired in this version of EFI Pace. 

Framework 
[PACE-30701] 29.0-1690 
The backup cron task no longer generates an email to root@customerdomain. 

[PACE-509] 29.0-828 
The Delivery Ticket report (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt.rpt)  now includes a "Print Shipping Notes" parameter to 
control whether the shipping notes appear on the report. 

 29.0-1 
[PACE-26824]  
You can now create custom fields of type "Tag." 

Accounts Payable 
[PACE-33131] 29.0-1209 
The system now properly sorts bill payments by vendor name when you select the Search By Vendor Name 
field for the bill payment batch, bill payment selection, and bill payment review. The default behavior sorts by 
vendor ID when you clear the Search By Vendor Name field on the A/P Setup Detail page. 

Accounts Receivable 
[PACE-2762] 29.0-1327 
The system now includes a new report, Sales Journal Summary, which you can access from the main menu by 
navigating to Accounting > Receivables > Reports > General > Sales Journal Report. This report contains the 
same information as the Sales Journal report (sales-journal.rpt), but without the detail. Instead, this new report 
displays only subtotals and totals by the group option you select (Customer ID, Salesperson, Invoice Date or 
Invoice) and the grand totals. 

API 
[PACE-36150] 29.0-1704 
EFI Pace API requests can now be wrapped in a database transaction so that all calls using the same 
transaction can be rolled back easily or committed. 

Data Collection 
[PACE-11926] 29.0-879 
The Employee Listing report (datacollection-employee-listing.rpt) now includes a parameter that enables you to 
display Active employees (default value), Inactive employees, or both. 
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Estimating 
[PACE-40180] 29.0-1856 
All three estimate price levels - part, product, and estimate - are now available on the Price Summary tab of the 
Estimate Summary page. 

[PACE-25545] 29.0-1783 
The system now correctly multiplies the Make Ready Hours per Position for the router by the Units Calculated 
instead of by the Number Up value. The Number Up value is included in the Units calculation. 

[PACE-30849] 29.0-1151 
The system now loads the Finishing and Shipping Operation Detail page faster when you add or edit multiple 
options. 

[PACE-29306] 29.0-854 
The system now displays estimate products in lists using the sequence assigned. 

[PACE-30414] 29.0-722 
The system now sets the correct estimate run size for presses with respect to whether a duplicator press is 
available. 

[PACE-13926] 29.0-1 
The system automatically updates estimate outside purchases generated from a template when you recalculate 
the estimate. If the Requested field is enabled, the system does not update the buyout from the purchasing 
templates when you recalculate an estimate. 

[PACE-30731] 29.0-1 
You can now use estimate outside purchase templates to populate the setup and unit price. You can also use 
the new XPath setup fields to create expressions. 

[PACE-28814] 29.0-1 
The system can now calculate paper price breaks by weight as well as quantities. The paper cost for standard 
paper types now uses the Quantity field along with the quantity UOM on the paper weight to determine if the 
paper cost quantity is quantity-based or weight-based. An example of a weight-based lookup would include 
setting the quantity UOM to tons, and creating paper cost records with the quantity field indicating price breaks 
per number of tons. 

[PACE-29510] 29.0-1 
Presses with an inline sheeter can now use roll stocks available in the system using the optimization. 

[PACE-30926] 29.0-1 
You can now calculate the run size for offset presses that include an inline sheeter. The system determines the 
run size candidates by the roll widths available and the imposition length during the optimization process. The 
system also includes the roll widths and press max length as optional run size candidates. 
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[PACE-34778] 29.0-1 
The Price Summary tab for an estimate now summarizes the data in the Analysis area, regardless of part, 
product and estimate selector. 

 

[PACE-34123] 29.0-1 
You can now edit the quantity and description for the part selector in the Markups area of the Price Summary 
tab on estimates, rather than in a separate pop-up page. 

 

[PACE-32550] 29.0-1 
You can now edit the paper markup, outside purchase markup, and outside purchase setup markup in the 
Markup area of the Price Summary tab on an estimate, using a specific setting of estimate part, estimate 
product, or estimate. 
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[PACE-34125] 29.0-1 
On the Price Summary tab of an estimate, you can now view pricing UOM (and all its related fields) of an 
estimate part, estimate product, or estimate by selecting the Pricing Display Options check box in the 
Company setup. 

[PACE-32556] 29.0-1 
You can now view contribution details in the Analysis area of the Price Summary tab of an estimate by using a 
specific setting of an estimate part, estimate product, or estimate. 

 

[PACE-32544] 29.0-1 
You can now view an effective commission rate in the Markups area of the Price Summary tab of an estimate 
specific to each level supported (Estimate, Product, Part). 

 

[PACE-32543] 29.0-1 
You can now view an effective paper, outside purchase, or outside purchase setup mark-up in the Markups area 
of the Price Summary tab of an estimate specific to each level supported (Estimate, Product, Part). 
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[PACE-32091] 29.0-1 
You can now view pricing details using a specific setting of estimate part, estimate product or estimate on the 
Price Summary tab of an estimate. 

 

[PACE-32878] 29.0-1 
The Price Summary tab of estimates now displays only one field as the calculated price on the pricing details of 
an estimate part. 

 

[PACE-32553] 29.0-1 
The Price Summary tab of the Estimate Summary Detail page now includes the Analysis area, which contains a 
selector for quantity and displays the contribution analysis. 
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[PACE-32089] 29.0-1 
The Price Summary tab of the Estimate Detail page now includes a new Markups area. 

 

[PACE-32552] 29.0-1 
The Price Summary tab of the Estimate Summary Detail page now includes a Pricing area, which displays the 
payment discount, tax rate and bill rate as read-only fields. 

 

[PACE-34161] 29.0-1 
When you force values in the Markup area of the estimate, the system now also forces the same values on the 
Part and Product on the Price Summary tab of the estimate. 

Fiery 
[PACE-5860] 29.0-983 
EFI Pace now includes enhanced Fiery XF integration capabilities so that you can add a Fiery XF connection by 
knowing the IP or the IP range of the Fiery XF server. EFI Pace automatically adds a PaceConnect if a Fiery XF 
server is found, and the system assigns the DeviceID towards the selected Wide Format Press selected. This 
reduces the number steps required to add and maintain Fiery XF PaceConnects. 

[PACE-30237] 29.0-897 
EFI Pace now provides media descriptions for available inventory items. 

Fixed Assets 
[PACE-29786] 29.0-724 
The General Ledger Setup Detail page now includes two settings that enable you to automatically post journal 
entries created by fixed asset or inventory transactions. You access these new settings by navigating to 
Administration > System Setup > General Ledger > GL Settings. Select the check box to enable journal entries 
to automatically post from these modules.  

Please note that this feature is available to users of the Advanced Accounting modules.  
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Hardware 
[PACE-37192] 29.0-1655 
The system no longer includes out of date ciphers. 

Inventory 
[PACE-24231] 29.0-1564 
The Inventory Valuation report (inventory-valuation.rpt) no longer displays negative values. 

[PACE-28602] 29.0-795 
When you enable the Quantity Based Pricing feature and set the costing method as "Sell price," the system now 
creates job costs based on the sell price value from the Quantity Price Discounts area and for all the other 
costing methods, the system uses the respective cost values from the inventory item. 

JDF 
[PACE-31904] 29.0-1478 
EFI Pace submits a JDF file for each job product within a job. 

[PACE-34600] 29.0-1423 

EFI Pace utilizes the the ReturnQueueEntry from Prepress systems to complete all open job costs and 
job plans associated with prepress functions.  

[PACE-4682] 29.0-1220 
As part of the Agfa Apogee Suite Certified workflow, EFI Pace provides the Media brand in the JDF, per the 
requirements of the Agfa Apogee system. 

[PACE-30303] 29.0-922 
When producing a job for wide format integration, EFI Pace produces a JDF file containing 
DigitalPrintingParams/@Sides. The value depends on the number of sides with color as well as the print method. 

Job Billing 
[PACE-37575] 29.0-1703 
The Job Billing Summary report (billing-summary.rpt) now includes two new columns that display the sales 
amount broken into two categories: the invoice amounts for which the sales categories are set to be included on 
sales reports, and the invoice amounts for which the sales categories are set to be excluded from sales reports. 
The system selects the category based on whether you select the Include In Sales Amount check box on the 
Sales Category record. 
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[PACE-28124] 29.0-1301 
The Unbilled Jobs report (jobcontrol-unbilled-jobs.rpt) now displays all jobs not cancelled and with no invoices 
posted against them with a date less than the As Of date entered in the parameters. Additionally, the report 
header now includes the As Of date you enter in the report parameters. 

[PACE-32020] 29.0-1198 
When you reverse invoices, the system displays a new field for a reversal note on all related invoices. 

[PACE-17447] 29.0-698 
You can now include the invoice number in the subject line of invoice emails that are automatically sent to 
customers.  

To ensure that the subject line of emailed invoices includes the invoice number, please do the following: 

1. Review each of the two system-generated invoice reports (invoice.rpt AND invoice-reprint.rpt.)  

2. On the Configure Email tab, if you did not select a default email template, no further action is necessary 
for that report. However, if you selected a value in the Default Email Template field, select the 
template by clicking on the magnifying glass and note the ID number at the end of the URL.  

3. If the ID number of the default email template is not 40, go back to the report and select the OTHER 
email template from the list that has the same name to ensure that it has an ID of 40.  

4. Update the report. Please note that you must to do this for any other reports you created with a Base 
Object of Invoice. (You can re-sort the list of reports by Base Object to make it easier to find all pertinent 
reports.) 

[PACE-2799] 29.0-697 
The Billing Worksheet report (jobbilling-job-worksheet.rpt) now displays the employee name below direct entry 
(DE) job costs. 

[PACE-38695] 29.0-334 
You can now use a Sales Category on a Job Part Item when invoicing. When you add a new job part item to a 
job part, the system uses the value from the Quote Item Type for the Sales Category by default. When you 
create an invoice line, the system uses the Sales Category from the Job Part Item for the Sales Distribution, or if 
blank, the Sales Category from the Quote Item Type. 

Please note that to use this enhancement, Job Billing must be at the Part level and you must navigate to Job 
Type Billing Option > Line Price Option and enable Use Job Part Item. 

Job Control Center 
[PACE-2793] 29.0-1411 
The Combo Job Jacket (jobcontrol-combo-jacket.rpt) now includes the Parent Job number in the page header. 
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[PACE-3395] 29.0-1027 
The Job Jacket (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) and  Part Jacket (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now displays the promise time. 

 

 

[PACE-5835] 29.0-992 
You can now access the Purchase Order Detail page and Purchase Order report (purchase-order-r1.rpt) from 
the purchase order line context menu on the job. 
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Job Costing 
[PACE-32456] 29.0-1 
When you select the Advanced Scheduling option, the system displays a new list of Activity Codes under the Job 
Planning Settings on the Activity Code Detail page. Use this field to add upstream dependencies/activity codes 
for the current Activity Code. For example, a press run depends on the completion of the Platemaking and Paper 
PO receipt to start, so both activity codes will be an upstream task to the Press Run activity code. These 
upstream tasks may not be present for every job plan, but if they exist, they may prevent the related tasks from 
running before the dependent tasks are complete. 

 

[PACE-32455] 29.0-1 
When you enable the Advanced Scheduling option, a new Multiple Upstream Tasks field is available on the 
Activity Code Detail page, and enables you to link multiple production plans. 
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Job Planning 
[PACE-32457] 29.0-1 
EFI Pace now includes the new JobDependancies object, which enables you to manage multiple links for EFI 
Pace's scheduling enhancements.  

[PACE-30696] 29.0-1 
When you add a new activity code in EFI Pace, the system enters default values of 0 in the Delay field, a and -1 
in the Lag field. 

Job Shipments 
[PACE-33057] 29.0-1171 
When you change the status from Planned to Shipped on a bill of lading with a "Process Shipper Batch" or 
"Delivery Tour" type, the system now inherits the tracking number value from the Bill of Lading on to the 
associated job shipments. The system disables the Planned field if the you disable the Link Shipped Planned 
option on the job shipment type. The system changes the shipment type to the unplanned shipment type and 
resets the Planned field if you enable the Link Shipped Planned option and the Unplanned Shipment Type 
field contains a value. 

[PACE-33249] 29.0-1170 
When you change the status from Planned to Shipped on a bill of lading with a "Process Shipper Batch" or 
"Delivery Tour" type, the system now distributes the cost entered on the bill of lading onto the associated job 
shipments according to the cost distribution values you entered on the job shipments. 

[PACE-33045] 29.0-1146 
The Bill Of Lading object now includes new fields to enhance the group job shipments functionality: 

The Bill Of Lading Type field distinguishes the EFI Pace Bill of Lading from the Process Shipper Batch 
Shipment, the Description field provides the description of the Bill of Lading, and the Cost field adds the 
shipment cost for a group shipment. 

[PACE-4784] 29.0-841 
The Daily Shipments Report (jobcontrol-daily-shipping.rpt) now prints the customer and the quantity order values 
for legacy shipments.  

[PACE-31768] 29.0-872 
The Delivery Ticket (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt.rpt), Skid Packing Slip (skid-packing-slip.rpt) and the Carton 
Packing Slip (carton-packing-slip.rpt) were updated as follows: 

1. The report "author" listed in the bottom right corner is now "EFI Pace." 

2.  If you enter Y for the Include Skid parameter but the number of skids is blank, the system suppresses 
the skid-related section on the report. 

3.  If you enter Y for the Include Skid parameter but the skid description is blank, the system prints Skids" 
Otherwise, the skid description appears. 

4.  The blue background color box  no longer appears. 

[PACE-3292] 29.0-282 
The Delivery Ticket report (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt.rpt) now includes the Print Notes Labels? parameter that 
controls whether the note labels print under the carton notes. 

PaceConnect 
[PACE-34040] 29.0-1478 
The Inputs tab no longer appears for any JMF PaceConnects. 

[PACE-30249] 29.0-1167 
The system can now send newly added customer information to accounting integrations such as Sage. 

[PACE-35876] 29.0-1 
You can now increase the ”Maximum Results Stored” to store up to 100,000 results. 
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PaceConnect-Metrix 
[PACE-39120] 29.01-1808 
The PaceConnect-Metrix integration now supports up to six digits for sizes based on UOM rounding, as 
configured in the EFI Pace application for sizes, and the system no longer strips the decimal digits down to two 
places. 

[PACE-14033] 29.0-1489 
EFI Pace now uses the layout from Metrix when sending the JDF to a prepress system. Please note that this 
feature is available only in the Job Control Center module, currently with Kodak Prinergy 7 or higher with 
BusinessLink. 

[PACE-26056] 29.0-1 
If an estimate uses a Metrix layout, EFI Pace now uses the Metrix cutting data to populate post-press cutting. 
Additionally, when estimate parts are ganged, EFI Pace now creates estimated costs for cutting based on the 
layout used for each part. 

PaceConnect-Sage 200 
[PACE-30235] 29.0-1 
EFI Pace is now integrated with the Sage 200 software product. The first phase of the integration enables you to 
set up your customers and vendors in EFI Pace, and then the system automatically adds them in Sage 200. The 
system also sends updates you make to Customer and Vendor records to Sage 200.  

The system sends invoices you enter in EFI Pace to Sage 200 when you post them so that you can manage 
receivables and other accounting functions in the Sage 200 product. Please note that in order to use this feature, 
your core EFI Pace system must be licensed to use Job Billing along with the PaceConnect for Sage 200. 

PaceStation 
[PACE-32889] 29.0-1030 
The style of the PaceStation charts are now similar to the style of the Workbench charts. 

Productivity Workbench 
[PACE-34996] 29.0-1566 
The permissions for Workbench widgets now correspond to PaceStation inquiries. If you have appropriate 
PaceStation access, you can configure the Workbench layout by adding or removing widgets.  

Purchasing 
[PACE-24895] 29.0-780 
The Purchase Order Accrual report (outstanding-receipts-accrual.rpt) now retains receipt amounts in the accrual 
column until you post the AP bill associated to the receipt. 

System Security 
[PACE-35944] 29.0-95 
The Redirect On Session Timeout field on the Company Detail page now appears to all the system users with 
the appropriate permissions. 

[PACE-35094] 29.0-1 
The Company Setup Detail page now includes a setting that enables you to display the last login time for a user. 

[PACE-35085] 29.0-1 
EFI Pace security includes the following password enhancements:  

1. You must know your current password in order to change it to a new password.  

2.  The system accounts for any necessary password configurations when a new password is needed.  

3. Passwords cannot contain common phrases such as "1234" or "password," and the password and 
username cannot match. 

4.  Administrators can configure password restrictions (e.g., a user cannot change the password to any of 
the past three passwords used on the account.) 
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[PACE-35099] 29.0-1 
You can now reset your password without knowing your previous password. When requested, EFI Pace sends 
an email to your email address containing a special one-time link that directs you to a Change Password page. 
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[PACE-35093] 29.0-1 
Upon idle timeout, EFI Pace logs you off and redirects you to the login page. 

[PACE-35092] 29.0-1 
EFI Pace no longer includes the Apache, Cocoon or Jetty version numbers in the HTTP server response. 

[PACE-35091] 29.0-1 
The system now includes a Hide Error Stack Trace field on the Company Detail page to control whether the 
stack trace for unfortunate occurrence errors appears. 

 

[PACE-35088] 29.0-1 
EFI Pace now sets cookies with HttpOnly to ensure only EFI Pace can access those cookies in the browser. 

[PACE-35087/PACE-34752] 29.0-1 
Auto-complete is explicitly set to "Off" for EFI Pace login pages and web forms. 

[PACE-35084] 29.0-1 
The system now includes additional security enhancements to protect user log in information. 

[PACE-34753] 29.0-1 
EFI Pace no longer experiences Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) security issues. 

[PACE-34742] 29.0-1 
The cookie name for the user name and password has been obscured. and the user name and password values 
are now encrypted. 

[PACE-34740] 29.0-1 
When you change your password, you must enter the current password and cannot change your password 
without entering the original password. 

[PACE-34754] 29.0-1 
EFI Pace no longer restricts attachment file uploads unless they are configured on the white list that is set up by 
the System Administrator. Your System Administrator selects the Check White Listed Attachment Type check 
box on the Company record to set up the file types and size restrictions for file uploads. 

Universal Importer 
[PACE-34241] 29.0-1314 
The system-generated template does not display the File, Preview, or Import buttons and the corresponding 
functionality by all other means is disabled. 
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[PACE-34126] 29.0-1240 
The import template now displays the System Generated field, and when enabled, the nature of the template and 
all related items are not editable. 

Workbench 

[PACE-30787] 29.0-1133 
You can now create individual Workbench widgets from PaceStation inquiries. Select the On Workbench check 
box on the PaceStation User Defined Inquiry Detail page to add the inquiry to the widget list. 

Additionally, Workbench user roles no longer apply and Workbech permissions are now controlled directly by 
EFI. 

XPath Builder 

[PACE-13983] 29.0-1 
The XPath Expression Builder now displays XPath functions such as "$value" that where already mentioned in 
the Online Help system. 

[PACE-31764] 29.0-1 
The system now includes a new custom switch function within the XPath framework that enables you to set 
multiple results within an expression based on the cases defined. You can also set a default case in the event 
the XPath expression does not find a value that is true in the case statements. 

Documentation 

The Online Help system includes the following end-to-end workflows for the EFI Pace Productivity Suite v5.0: 

1. EFI Pace - EFI Pace Scheduler - Fiery 

2. EFI Pace-Prinergy-Auto-Count 

3. EFI Pace - Metrix - PrintFlow - Auto-Count 

4. Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - EFI Pace Scheduler 

5. Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - SmartLinc Process Shipper 

6. *Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - EFI Pace Scheduler - SmartLinc Process Shipper (*modified) 

7. Digital StoreFront-EFI Pace-Metrix-EFI Pace Scheduling-Fiery Central 

8. Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - Metrix - PrintFlow - Fiery Central 

9. Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - PrintFlow - Fiery Central - SmartLinc Process Shipper 

10. Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - PrintFlow - Fiery XF 

11. *Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - EFI Pace Scheduler - Auto-Count  4D- Fiery - SmartLinc Process 
Shipper (*modified) 

12. Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - Fiery Central - SmartLinc Process Shipper 

13. Digital StoreFront - PrintStream - EFI Pace -EFI Pace Scheduler - SmartLinc Process Shipper 

14. *Digital StoreFront - PrintStream - EFI Pace -PrintFlow - Fiery Central SmartLinc Process Shipper 
(*modified) 

15. Digital StoreFront-PrintStream-EFI Pace-Metrix-EFI Pace Scheduling 

16. Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - Metrix 

17. EFI Pace - Metrix - Fiery Central 

18. EFI Pace-Prinect  

19. EFI Pace - PrintFlow - Fiery XF - Process Shipper 
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20. EFI Pace - Metrix-  Prinergy-  EFI Pace Scheduler - Auto-Count 

21. **EFI Pace Apogee (**new) 

22. **Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - EFI Pace Scheduling - Fiery XF - Process Shipper (**new) 

The Online Help also includes the following new guides: 

• Productivity Workbench Setup guide  

• Productivity Workbench Usage guide 

In addition, the Online Help includes updates to the following guides: 

• Accounts Payable Setup  

• Accounts Receivable Setup 

• Customization Toolkiit Setup 

• Data Collection Usage 

• Estimating Setup 

• Estimating Usage 

• General Ledger Setup 

• Introduction to EFI Pace 

• Inventory Usage 

• Job Billing Usage 

• Job Control Center Setup 

• Job Control Center Usage 

• Job Costing Setup 

• Job Planning Setup 

• Job Shipments Usage 

• Other System Administration 

• PaceStation Usage 

• Purchasing Usage 

• System Security 
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Version 29.0 Fixed Defects 
This section summarizes the defects fixed in EFI Pace version 29.0 by module, including the corresponding 
issue number and fix version. Refer to the “Version 29.0 Enhancements” topic for detailed descriptions of all 
enhancement updates in this version of EFI Pace. 

User Interface 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19540 The Add/Add New page remains in the foreground when you add new 
system groups, regardless of the browsers you use. 

29.0-952 

PACE-28806 The Tooltip on the Material Cost field of the Press Event no longer 
includes old Pace2020 information. 

29.0-629 

PACE-28800 The Tooltip for the Review Prompt field on the Estimate Finishing 
Operation Detail page and the Job Part Finishing Operation Detail page 
now correctly defines the functionality. 

29.0-578 

 

Framework 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-39426 The EFI Pace Dashboard now works correctly, even when SSL is 
enabled. 

29.0-1822 

PACE-36756 Alerts embedded in the URL are now encoded. 29.0-1 

PACE-37135 The system no longer sends emails when you select the Disable 
Emailing check box on the Company Setup Detail page. 

29.0-1 

 

Accounts Payable 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-38408 PaceConnects can now post information from one EFI Pace server to 
another without issue. 

29.0-1768 

PACE-35070 The Cash Disbursement report (cash-disbursement-journal.rpt) is now 
sorted by check amount and not payment amount. 

29.0-1362 

PACE-28892 You can now add an attachment on the Bill Information tab of a posted 
bill. 

29.0-1177 

PACE-37617 The currency symbol on the AP Detail report (ap-detail-listing.rpt) now 
uses the localized currency symbol. 

29.0-185 

 

Accounts Receivable 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-39373 The system no longer incorrectly changes the production status of job 
parts to Credit Hold when you update a job for a customer with a value 
other than Warning message + set credit hold in the Credit Check 
field. 

29.0-1824 

PACE-23566 You can now submit payment batch reversals without error. 29.0-1165 
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Admin Console 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-35573 You can now access the Admin Console help pages with the standard 
PaceSupport passwords. 

29.0-1284 

 

EFI Pace Scheduler 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-39519 When only Job Part Press Form tasks exist, the system sends any 
updates to job parts in EFI Pace (i.e., Earliest Start Date or Due Date) 
to scheduling. 

29.0-1930 

PACE-30511 The system now executes the PaceConnect record to update a system 
group with Scheduler permissions whenever you add or delete a 
system group user. 

29.0-495 

 

Estimating 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-36003 Wide Format Roll press types now support either Perfect or Sheetwise 
run methods, as well as One Sided run methods. 

29.0-1713 

PACE-31436 When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now includes on the 
job those materials listed on the Materials tab of the estimate (whether 
in the Printing Materials area or the Finishing Materials area). 

29.0-1687 

PACE-35392 The system now system calculates estimates without error, even when 
creating new estimates or recalculating existing ones. 

29.0-1600 

PACE-23443 When you select an inventory item on the estimate request, the system 
defaults the price from the inventory item. 

29.0-1478 

PACE-34103 The (unnecessary) Finishing Operation field no longer appears on the 
Finishing tab of the Estimate Quantity Detail page 

29.0-1184 

PACE-30703 The system now submits the forced quoted price to the job, as 
expected. 

29.0-1173 

PACE-25396 When you change ink values on the Estimate Ink Detail page and click 
Update & Go, the system now updates the values and moves to next. 

29.0-968 

PACE-20668 When you configure a customer on credit hold with a Credit Check 
method of Warning Message + Set Credit Hold, and convert a multi-
part estimate to a job, the now system sets the credit hold status for all 
parts. 

29.0-912 

PACE-31425 The Select Binding Type section now appears on the Part Info tab of 
the Estimate Add page, Add Part, and Add Blank Part pages. 

29.0-895 

PACE-29081 When you add a new estimate and use the category keys, the system 
properly filters the JPT and composite products so you can create an 
estimate without error. 

29.0-480 

PACE-28943 The Estimate Part Add page not longer includes the required Job 
Product Type field. 

29.0-473 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-30703 When you create an estimate from a job, job parts retain their 
descriptions and associated job product types after reconversion. 

29.0-1 

PACE-32478 When you disable the press max size option and use an inline sheeter 
on the press, the press max size no longer constrains the results. 

29.0-1 

 

Fixed Assets 
Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-38850 EFI Pace now starts after a restore, even if the accounting period for 
the current date has a status of "Final Closed." 

29.0-1828 

 

General Ledger 
Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-31218 The system no longer allows book values on a fixed asset to go 
negative. If the current depreciation entry results in a negative book 
value, the system displays a "Check Again" message without saving or 
automatically calculating the data.  
Please note that if the data becomes negative when you apply this 
update, the system automatically creates a reversing entry and 
subsequent GL Batch to correct the negative book value. 

29.0-1144 

PACE-31565 The GL Monthly Analysis report (income-statement-analysis.rpt) 
exported to XLS displayed income account values as negative figures. 

29.0-213 

PACE-25083 The AP Bill Register report (payables-register.rpt) now displays 
amounts in the proper column, based on whether it is a debit or credit. 

29.0-54 

 

Hardware 
Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-29468 The system no longer includes legacy apache range restrictions, and 
the EFI Pace server can now restart after updates. 

29.0-739 

 

Inventory 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-31202 The system now calculates and displays the total cost on the Unposted 
Inventory Line Detail page. 

29.0-1697 

PACE-29118 The Inventory Valuation report (inventory-valuation.rpt) now displays 
the correct subtotal for each location. 

29.0-1614 

PACE-35895 The Inventory Valuation report (inventory-valuation.rpt) now includes Y 
(ALL) as the default expression for the Display Empty Bins/Locations 
report parameter. 

29.0-1608 

PACE-28771 The Inventory Valuation report (inventory-valuation.rpt) now excludes 
inventory items for which you deselect the Track Quantity checkbox. 

29.0-1608 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-34082 The system now displays a warning message instead of an Unfortunate 
Occurrence error if you add a final shipment for job inventory items with 
insufficient bin quantities. 

29.0-1428 

PACE-34418 You can now successfully add charge job transactions using the mobile 
Inventory module. 

29.0-1420 

PACE-32794 You can now edit the sell price of an inventory item on the job part of a 
finished goods job. 

29.0-1410 

PACE-28384 The Inventory Summary report (inventory-summary.rpt) now displays 
the bin code and description instead of just the description. 

29.0-751 

PACE-18242 You can now set inventory items not to track when there are posted 
inventory lines. 

29.0-508 

 

JDF 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-25666 EFI Pace now generates a JDF files if a job contains job parts without 
job part press forms. For those job parts without a press form, the 
system suppresses the JDF Ready button. 

29.0-49 

 

Job Billing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-37796 The system no longer automatically prints closed jobs on the Unbilled 
Jobs report (jobcontrol-unbilled-jobs.rpt), and you now have the option 
to include closed jobs in the report parameters. 

29.0-1817 

PACE-39075 The system no longer displays an additional zero value line for all job 
parts on a job part level invoice when you enter a value other than 
None in the Use Invoice Description From field. 

29.0-1808 

PACE-37603 The Consolidated Invoice report (consolidated-invoice.rpt) now correctly 
totals grouped tax amounts for all invoices. 

29.0-1720 

PACE-35577 You can now create tax distributions on invoices when items in the 
shipment cartons are finished good inventory items. 

29.0-1639 

PACE-33386 The invoice line displays the correct shipped quantity, unit price, and 
total when billed using different invoice level options if you set the job 
type a quantity shipped invoice quantity and enter shipment quantities 
for a job, part, or product. If you enter zero shipment quantities, the 
system uses the quantity ordered and displays a warning message. 

29.0-1186 

PACE-31948 The system now correctly displays parts and finished goods on finished 
goods jobs. 

29.0-925 

PACE-30811 The invoice reports (invoice-format2.rpt, invoice-reprint-format2.rpt) 
now display the correct tax and total for all invoice line items in a 
consolidated invoice. 

29.0-709 

PACE-28529 The Invoice report (invoice.rpt) now displays all the discount amounts 
based on the terms/days. 

29.0-520 

PACE-13998 The job shipment ship date now correctly sets the Actual Shipment 
Date on the job part and invoice. 

29.0-421 
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Job Control Center 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-35857 You can now use the Quick Entry and Job Add pages to add quick 
entry and manual jobs without error. 

29.0-1674 

PACE-33689 The Job Jacket (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now displays the Ship To 
company name in all versions, whether you run the report in Summary 
mode or Detail mode. 

29.0-1420 

PACE-29445 The system displays a warning when you close a job with open 
purchase orders. Please note that closed statuses of purchase orders 
include: Closed, Cancelled and Reconciled. 

29.0-962 

PACE-21632 The size on the Visual Opening field no longer changes back to inches 
from feet when you convert a quote to a job.   

29.0-961 

PACE-27147 The Job Part Press Form Detail Direct page fields, field values and 
layout is consistent with the Job Part Press Form Detail page. 

29.0-916 

PACE-28198 You can now select only activate permit types from the Permit Used 
field on the Job Detail page. 

29.0-432 

 

Job Costing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-40376 The system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence error when 
you start a ganged run with activity codes that include Move Job Only 
or No Hours as the time charge basis. 

29.0-1847 

 

Job History 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-25583 The Job History Profit Analysis report (jobarchives-profit-analysis.rpt) 
now correctly sums all job costs, including the WIP adjustments. 

29.0-730 

 

PaceConnect 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-38922 The Remote Notification PaceConnect now uses HTTPS and no longer 
creates failure PaceConnect executions. 

29.0-1800 
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PaceConnect-Digital StoreFront 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-34691 When processing a Digital StoreFront order that contains a mix of 
finished goods and non-finished goods,  EFI Pace no longer leverages 
the Bill Parts Together nor the Job Type field from the job 
configurations to determine how to create the job shipments and carton 
contents. Instead, EFI Pace now uses the job part job type to determine 
if there are finished goods and creates job shipments and carton 
contents accordingly. 

29.0-1 

 

PaceConnect-Metrix 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-40636 EFI Pace no longer aborts the calculation in the Estimating module 
when Metrix is enabled and no cutting is involved. 

29.0-1859 

PACE-25620 Metrix XML now supports up to 4 digits of precision when sending and 
receiving final sizes. 

29.0-1793 

PACE-25617 The estimate MXML from Metrix to EFI Pace now includes the correct 
values for Total Imaged Width and Total Imaged Height, and produces 
a matching set of dimensions for EFI Pace and Metrix calculations. The 
system negates that source for "no suitable press" calculation aborts. 

29.0-1743 

PACE-32394 When you create an estimate with multiple signatures that is ganged 
and converted to a job, the system properly generates the job part 
press form and signatures in the job part press form content and opens 
it in the Metrix GUI without error. 

29.0-1676 

PACE-36090 The performance of the PaceConnect-Metrix integration has been 
significantly improved when calculating a Metrix estimate with multiple 
parts and multiple finishing operations. For example, when calculating 
or recalculating a 3-part estimate with multiple (3) quantities, the system 
performance has been improved by 50% when Metrix is involved. 

29.0-1670 

PACE-31813 The system now correctly calculates the spine width value on Metrix-
calculated estimates, even if it is a decimal value or whole number, and 
the system generates the correct estimate MXML when you enter the 
value. 

29.0-1576 

PACE-35263 The system now calculates the Metrix estimate of 40 parts in a single 
quantity without any error when you set the Metrix Timeout Warning 
field to None on the Estimate Setup Detail page. 

29.0-1520 

PACE-25770 The Metrix application launches jobs without error, even if a job ID 
contains a space. 

29.0-967 

PACE-33017 When you create a combo job via the Metrix ganging menu items, the 
Metrix Edit button now appears for all combinations of press forms in 
the combo job. 

29.0-1 
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PaceConnect-Prinect 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-30632 As part of the Midmarket Productivity Suite release with the Prinect 
integration, EFI Pace adds costs for multi-part jobs to their respective 
parts when the integration is JDF Level 1. 

29.0-840 

 

PaceStation 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-30589 You can now group inquiries by Inventory Item with a base object of 
"JobMaterial." 

29.0-757 

 

Payroll 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-34621 The Quarterly Payroll Tax Summary report (payroll-quarterly-
summary.rpt) now includes the Social Security wage calculation, as 
expected. 

29.0-1243 

 

Price List Quoting 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18310 When a quote item type on a quote includes an activity code and you 
convert the quote to job, the job cost now includes an actual cost 
record. 

29.0-1478 

PACE-28460 When you modify the adjusted value on the Prices tab of the Quantity 
Detail page, the system updates both the Adjusted Price and Final 
Price fields. 

29.0-457 

 

Purchasing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-40014 When you add an existing purchase order for a different vendor than 
that assigned on the Inventory Item record, the system no longer 
overwrites the vendor name. 

29.0-1835 

PACE-36275 When you add a purchase order line to an existing purchase order from 
an inventory item, job material or buyout, the system populates the 
purchase order ID and type after you add the purchase order number. 

29.0-1562 

PACE-31136 The system now follows the "Ship to" hierarchy when you add a new 
purchase order. 

29.0-1184 

PACE-32369 The Outstanding Receipts Accrual report (outstanding-receipts-
accrual.rpt) no longer displays duplicate entries. 

29.0-1139 

PACE-28223 You can now successfully receive purchase orders without error. 29.0-544 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-38301 The Purchase Order ID field no longer appears on the Purchase Order 
Accrual report (outstanding-receipts-accrual.rpt). 

29.0-378 

 

Reports 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-31164 You can now delete email templates tied to a report, and the system 
removes the link from the report front end. 

29.0-1112 

 

System Security 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-39044 When you unlock a system user, the system now resets the "Failed 
Login Count" to 0. 

29.0-1794 

PACE-37298 You can now sent "Reset Password" emails from the System User 
Detail page. 

29.0-1766 

PACE-37299 You can now duplicate a system user without being prompted for a 
password for the new User record. 

29.0-1707 

PACE-33721 The system now includes two more levels of Report security, in addition 
to the existing methods of securing a report via user permissions: 

1. EFI Pace security now reviews the Active field on the report 
configuration first, to determine if a report is available for access. When 
you mark a report as "Inactive," EFI Pace restricts the report URL as 
invalid and returns a "Not Found" message, regardless of user 
permissions.  

2. The URL for a report PDF is now subject to EFI Pace security 
permissions. 

29.0-1 

 

Universal Importer 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-35073 EFI Pace now imports larger and more complex input documents by 
allowing 15 minutes to process the import if you do not select the 
Import Partials On Error check box. If the import fails due to requiring 
additional processing time, the system now provides a more informative 
error message detailing how to resolve the issue. 

Please note that if you select the Import Partials On Error check box, 
the system processes each record (rather than the entire file) up to 15 
minutes. However, this feature also causes the system to import all 
successful records, even when there are error records in the import. 

29.0-1518 
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System Specifications 

Hardware and Software 

For details of the EFI Pace system requirements, please refer to the following: 

• EFI Pace Appliance Server Package Quick Start Guide 

• EFI Pace Physical Appliance Upgrade Guide, distributed with your EFI Pace physical appliance server 
(if applicable.) 

• EFI Pace Virtual Appliance Upgrade And Operating System Update Guide, provided if your EFI Pace 
system uses a virtual machine (VM). 

• Introduction to EFI Pace Reference Guide, located in the EFI Pace Online Help system. 

PaceConnect Integrations 

EFI Pace is integrated with the following other EFI products. Be sure to install the version of the product 
supported for EFI Pace v29.0 and follow the specific installation instructions for that product. Refer to the 
“Integrated EFI products certified for use with EFI Pace” topic in the Online Help system for a list of products and 
versions currently certified for use with EFI Pace. 

• Auto-Count (with PrintFlow integration) 17.1.1.94 

• Digital StoreFront 9.6.0.22545 

• EFI Pace Scheduler 17.1.1.21 

• Fiery Central  FC 2.8.1 with FJDF 1.5.0.34 

• Fiery  FJDF 1.5.0.34 

• Fiery XF 6.4 

• Metrix 2016.11502 

• PrintFlow Connector 17.1.1.0 

• PrintFlow Full 17.1.3.0 

• PrintFlow Website 17.2.2.303 

• ProcessShipper 7.3.0.8 

• Prinergy 7 
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Database Changes 

You should run the Version Compare Tool in the EFI Pace Admin Console before you upgrade your EFI Pace 
system. This tool enables you to view all the changes made to the database in EFI Pace version 28.02 since 
your last upgrade. Because these changes may affect custom jobs or reports in your system, you should check 
and modify any customizations as necessary to match the new database schema. 

To compare versions of EFI Pace, do all of the following: 

1 Navigate to the Backup/Upgrade section of the EFI Pace Admin Console main page and click Version 
Comparison Tool.  

Tip: Refer to the Admin Console guide in the EFI Pace Online Help system for information on how to log into the 
EFI Pace Admin Console and additional details. 

The Version Compare Tool page appears. 

2 Do all of the following: 

• In the Old Version field, select your current version of EFI Pace. 

• In the New Version field, select the version of EFI Pace to which you want to upgrade. 

• Click Show Differences. 

The Version Compare Tool page refreshes, with a list of statistics and differences between the two 
version of EFI Pace that you selected, including new, modified, and removed fields and objects. 

 


